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Abstract Water vapor (H2O) is the strongest greenhouse gas in our atmosphere. Hence, accurate
measurements and a correct representation in global models of H2O in the upper troposphere/lower
stratosphere (UTLS) are important for understanding and projecting climate. Here we compare
balloon‐borne measurements of UTLS H2O, performed by cryogenic frostpoint hygrometers (CFH) and
meteorological radiosondes (Vaisala RS41) during two intensive field campaigns in the Asian summer
monsoon anticyclone region, with humidity data from three products of the European Centre for
Medium‐range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF): operational analysis and forecast (termed OPERA),
ERA‐Interim reanalysis, and the newly released ERA5 reanalysis. Taking CFH as a reference, we show
that OPERA and ERA5 provide a more accurate representation of UTLS H2O than ERA‐Interim. In
particular, OPERA and ERA5 similarly overestimate H2O mixing ratios by on average 0.7–0.8 ppmv
(14–15%) and 0.7–0.9 ppmv (15–17%) at pressures 60–100 hPa, respectively, and both provide a good
representation of the observed vertical distribution (including fine structures) and natural variability of
UTLS H2O. In contrast, ERA‐Interim underestimates UTLS H2O by 0.6–1.7 ppmv (14–30%), and it fails to
capture relevant features of the vertical distribution of UTLS H2O. At pressures (p) lower than 60 hPa, all
three ECMWF products are in good agreement with CFH. Humidity measurements by RS41 show an
average dry bias of 0.1–0.5 ppmv (3–9%) compared to CFH for 60–100 hPa, and a moist bias increasing with
altitude for p < 60 hPa, exceeding 100% for p < 40 hPa.

1. Introduction

Water vapor (H2O) is a natural component of the Earth's atmosphere and a major driver of weather and
climate. Its mixing ratio in the atmosphere varies from a few percent units close to the surface to a few parts
per million by volume (ppmv) in the stratosphere. It plays a fundamental role in microphysical processes
(cloud formation), chemistry (e.g., controlling the lifetime of water‐soluble pollutants), and the radiative
budget of the atmosphere (both via direct radiative forcing and feedbacks on cloud formation). Water vapor
is the strongest greenhouse gas in the atmosphere, and it has been shown that even changes in small
amounts of stratospheric H2O can have a significant impact on the rate of global warming (Riese et al.,
2012; Solomon et al., 2010). The upper troposphere/lower stratosphere (UTLS) is the altitude region where
microphysical processes that determine the H2O concentration in young stratospheric air masses (“freeze‐
drying”) take place (e.g., Fueglistaler et al., 2005; Holton et al., 1995; Jensen et al., 2018; Mote et al., 1996;
Newell & Gould‐Stewart, 1981). Hence, an accurate representation of UTLS H2O in numerical weather
forecasting models and reanalysis products is crucial for reliable future climate predictions.

Early stratospheric H2O measurements were achieved by manually operated airborne hygrometers and led
to the discovery of key features of the stratospheric circulation, such as the rapid zonal transport and slow
meridional overturning commonly known as Brewer‐Dobson circulation (Brewer, 1949). Later, frostpoint
hygrometers were automated and miniaturized, allowing their deployment on meteorological balloons
(e.g., Brewer & Dobson, 1951; Mastenbrook & Dinger, 1961; Suomi & Barret, 1952). Currently, UTLS
H2O is monitored by a large variety of techniques including remote‐sensing instruments on satellites
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(e.g., Randel et al., 2001; Rosenlof et al., 2001) and on ground (e.g., Vérèmes et al., 2016), as well as in situ
instruments on balloons (e.g., Dirksen et al., 2014; Hurst et al., 2011; Vömel et al., 2002), research aircraft
(e.g. von Hobe et al., 2013; Vaughan et al., 2008), and passenger aircraft (e.g., Petzold et al., 2017).
Space‐borne measurements provide global coverage and multiannual data sets; however, they are limited
by low vertical resolution (typically 1–4 km) in the UTLS (e.g., Hegglin et al., 2013). In contrast, in situ
measurements provide high vertical resolution in the UTLS (e.g., ≈5 m in this work) but are typically
sparse in space and time. Due to its low concentrations, large dynamic range of variability, and the
extremely low temperatures, measuring UTLS H2O is notoriously difficult. Krämer et al. (2009) show that
only a careful quality check of the H2O measurements can ensure the correct interpretation of the
observations.

Modern balloon‐borne measurements are commonly performed by two types of instruments: capacitive sen-
sors, based on the thin‐film capacitor technique and mounted on meteorological radiosondes (e.g.,
Jachowicz & Senturia, 1981); and frostpoint hygrometers, based on the chilled‐mirror principle, used within
more sophisticated instruments for research purposes (e.g., Hall et al., 2016; Vömel et al., 1995).
Meteorological radiosondes are able to provide accurate humidity measurements in the troposphere but
typically fail to provide reliable measurements in the cold and dry UTLS and stratosphere (e.g., Dirksen
et al., 2014; Survo et al., 2015). Frostpoint hygrometers, instead, can maintain high accuracy (better than
±10% in H2O mixing ratio) up to altitudes around 28 km (Hall et al., 2016; Vömel et al., 2007, 2016). The
AquaVIT‐1 intercomparison campaign (Fahey et al., 2014), testing different water vapor sensors in a strato-
spheric simulation chamber subject to a wide range of conditions (50‐ to 500‐hPa, 185‐ to 243‐K, and 0.3‐ to
152‐ppmv H2O), decided that there was no accepted reference, so that the absolute accuracy of the instru-
ments could not be established and the reference value had to be taken as the ensemblemean of a core subset
of instruments. While many instruments were found to differ from such a reference by 100% and more, the
cryogenic frostpoint hygrometer (CFH) belongs to the set of state‐of‐the‐art instruments, with variations
smaller than ±10% relative to the reference value under all conditions (Fahey et al., 2014).

Here we analyze UTLS H2O in situ measurements from both capacitive sensors and frostpoint hygrometers,
flying in tandem on the same balloon payload, performed from two stations located at the southern slopes of
the Himalayas during the Asian summer monsoon (ASM) seasons 2016 and 2017. The atmospheric
dynamics of the Asian UTLS during the monsoon season are dominated by a strong anticyclonic circulation,
known as the ASM anticyclone, which is induced by strong and persistent deep convection at the surface
(e.g., Krishnamurti & Bhalme, 1976). The ASM anticyclone is known to be strongly enriched in water vapor
(among other tropospheric trace gases and aerosols) due to the coupling of deep convection and horizontal
confinement by the anticyclonic winds, which act as a transport barrier (e.g., Park et al., 2007; Randel &
Park, 2006). Consequently, the ASM system offers an efficient pathway for the transport of pollutants and
water vapor to the global stratosphere (Garny & Randel, 2016; Pan et al., 2016; Randel et al., 2010).
Therefore, an accurate representation of tracer transport in the Asian UTLS, including water vapor, is par-
ticularly relevant for global chemistry climate model simulations. Within the ASM region, the southern
slopes of the Himalayas is known as one of the major source regions for polluted boundary layer air to the
ASM anticyclone (e.g., Bergman et al., 2013; Fadnavis et al., 2013; Fu et al., 2006; Heath & Fuelberg, 2014;
Pan et al., 2016). The importance of convection as a component of the upward transport renders simulation
of UTLS H2O concentrations in global models difficult, owing to the low resolution of global weather predic-
tion models and reanalysis products (Bergman et al., 2013).

Previous comparisons of UTLS H2O from European Centre for Medium‐rangeWeather Forecasts (ECWMF)
operational data and ERA‐Interim with passenger aircraft measurements showed that the model data often
exhibit a moist bias at altitudes 9–12 km in the extratropical lower stratosphere (Dyroff et al., 2015). High‐
altitude research aircraft measurements (tropics and extratropics, up to 18 km altitude), instead, suggest a
dry bias in the UTLS, with the model overestimating the frequency of occurrence of low H2O mixing ratios
and underestimating the frequency of occurrence of high H2O mixing ratios compared to the observations
(Kunz et al., 2014). Direct comparisons of ECMWFhumidity data with frostpoint hygrometer measurements
are limited in the literature (e.g., Thölix et al., 2016, but not focusing on the UTLS). To our knowledge, no
comparison of ECMWF humidity data and balloon‐borne measurements of UTLS H2O in the ASM anticy-
clone exists, despite its importance as potential entry region into the global stratosphere.
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Taking CFH as a reference, the aim of this work is to assess the accuracy of
UTLS H2O in the ASM anticyclone (in terms of mean values as well as the
extent of natural variability) provided by ECMWF operational, ERA‐
Interim reanalysis, and the newly released ERA5 reanalysis data. In addi-
tion, the CFHmeasurements are compared to humidity measurements by
Vaisala RS41 meteorological radiosondes, in order to determine to what
altitude in the UTLS the humidity measurements by capacitive sensor
are still in reasonable agreement with frostpoint hygrometers. The obser-
vational and model data sets are described in detail in sections 2 and 3,
respectively. Comparison of measured and modeled temperature, H2O
mixing ratio, and ice saturation are discussed in sections 4 (observations
vs. model) and 5 (radiosondes vs. frostpoint hygrometers), and the results
are summarized in section 6.

2. Observations

The measurements analyzed in this paper were performed within the
StratoClim project from the stations of Nainital, India (29.35° N, 79.46°
E), during August 2016 (termed NT16) and Dhulikhel, Nepal (27.62° N,
85.54° E), during July–August 2017 (termed DK17). Both sites are located
along the southern slope of Himalayas, a region subject to frequent oro-
graphically enhanced deep convection during the monsoon season (e.g.,
Vellore et al., 2016). Figure 1 shows selected contours of average geopo-
tential height at 100 hPa from ECMWF analysis data during the two cam-

paign periods. Nainital and Dhulikhel are both found in the region of highest geopotential height during
their respective operating periods, hence near the center of the ASM anticyclone (Figure 1). Besides H2O
and temperature, the campaigns also featured balloon‐borne measurements of ozone and aerosol backscat-
ter. An overview of all the data is given by Brunamonti et al. (2018). Here we focus on water vapor measure-
ments by RS41‐SGP radiosondes (hereafter “RS41”) manufactured by Vaisala, Finland (Vaisala, 2017), and
by CFHs manufactured by En‐Sci, United States (Vömel et al., 2007, 2016).

Humidity measurements by RS41 are based on the thin‐film capacitor technique (e.g., Jachowicz & Senturia,
1981), in which relative humidity (RH) over liquid water is inferred from changes in the surface capacitance
of a thin polymer dielectric film deposited over planar electrodes. Capacitive sensors can provide accurate
measurements over a wide range of humidities, but the nonlinearity of the conductivity response leads to
large uncertainties at low RHs and low temperatures (Jachowicz & Senturia, 1981). RS41 is the new model
of Vaisala radiosonde and is currently replacing the older model (RS92) in monitoring networks, such as the
GCOS Reference Upper Air Network (e.g., Dirksen et al., 2014), as well as in operational observational net-
works. RS41 has a manufacturer‐specified resolution of 0.1% for RH and a combined uncertainty in sound-
ings of 4% RH (Vaisala, 2017). In this study, we use corrected RH data obtained by the DigiCORA MW41
software (Vaisala, 2014) that, in addition to the ground check zero humidity correction, applies an empirical
correction for time lag and accounts for the measured temperature of the heated humidity sensor (Vaisala,
2017; as also described byMiloshevich et al., 2009, for RS92). The time lag correction is necessary to compen-
sate the error caused by the slow sensor response at low temperatures (Miloshevich et al., 2009), while the
heating of the humidity sensor serves to prevent it from icing during freezing sounding conditions. The
RH data are converted to H2O volume mixing ratio using temperature and pressure measured by RS41
and the Hardy (1998) formulation of the Wexler (1976) parameterization for saturation vapor pressure over
liquid water, which is recommended for the analysis of Vaisala RH data since it is assumed in their instru-
mental calibration (private communication with Hannu Jauhiainen, 21January 2019; see also Appendix A in
Miloshevich et al., 2009). A recent intercomparison in the Arctic region shows that corrected RS41 data agree
with CFH within ±10% in H2O mixing ratio up to 15 km altitude, while corrected RS92 data exceed the 10%
discrepancy already above 11 km altitude (Survo et al., 2015).

CFH is a frostpoint hygrometer based on the chilled‐mirror principle (e.g., Vömel et al., 1995), in which frost-
point temperature (Tfp) is inferred from changes in reflectivity of a mirror coated by liquid water or ice. The

Figure 1. Average contours of geopotential height (GPH) at 100 hPa from
European Centre for Medium‐range Weather Forecasts analysis data (hori-
zontal resolution 1° × 1°) during the NT16 (blue) and DK17 (red) campaign
periods. Four GPH contours are shown for each campaign period, namely,
16.65 km (thin dotted lines), 16.7 km (thick dotted), 16.75 km (dashed), and
16.8 km (solid). In addition, the areas of GPH > 16.8 km are highlighted by
colored hatching. The average GPH fields are calculated for the same time
periods used for the temperature comparison (see section 3). The locations of
Nainital and Dhulikhel are identified by a blue and red star, respectively.
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phase of the condensate depends on mirror temperature and other factors, such as mirror cleanliness, which
are experimentally difficult to control (Vömel et al., 2016). For this reason, the CFH forces the condensate to
freeze when the mirror temperature falls below −15 °C (Vömel et al., 2007), which ensures the condensate
consists of ice for all measurements analyzed in this paper. A feedback control mechanism aims at keeping
the mirror reflectivity constant, meaning that the condensate layer on the mirror is kept at constant
thickness, which in turn ensures that the mirror temperature equals Tfp at all times. A cryogenic
refrigerant liquid (trifluoromethane: CHF3, also known as Freon R23) is used to cool the mirror. In this
work, the Tfp measurements by CFH are converted to H2O mixing ratios using air pressure measured by
RS41 and the parameterization for saturation vapor pressure over ice by Murphy and Koop (2005). The
uncertainty of CFH is estimated to be smaller than 10% in H2O mixing ratio up to ≈28 km altitude
(Vömel et al., 2007, 2016).

During the NT16 and DK17 campaigns, we performed in total 56 balloon soundings with RS41 and 38 with
CFH, distributed as 28 RS41 and 27 CFH during NT16 (2–31 August 2016) and 28 RS41 and 11 CFH during
DK17 (30 July to 12 August 2017). The soundings were made during both daytime and nighttime, following
an irregular schedule mainly dictated by operational constraints. Due to known contamination artifacts of
CFH (discussed in the next paragraph), we avoided starting soundings during heavy rainfall; nevertheless,
a significant number of profiles sampled thick clouds. While all except one RS41 sounding in NT16 included
a simultaneous CFH measurement, the majority of RS41 soundings in DK17 (17 out of 28) did not. For this
reason, only the 11 RS41 soundings performed simultaneously with CFH are used for the H2O instrumental
comparison discussed in section 5, whereas all 28 RS41 soundings from DK17 are used for the temperature
comparison against ECMWF data described in section 4.1. A list of all balloon soundings with dates and
times of launch and notes on payload status is given in Table S1 by Brunamonti et al. (2018).

The RS41 and CFH data analyzed in this paper are ascent‐only and binned in 0.5‐hPa pressure intervals (cor-
responding to a vertical resolution of≈25m in the UTLS), which improves the signal‐to‐noise ratio (typically
between 5% and 15–20% in H2O mixing ratio, estimated from stratospheric data of two individual CFH pro-
files with high and low controller stability, respectively). The quality‐check procedure applied to CFH mea-
surements includes the rejection of contaminated data in the stratosphere, as described Brunamonti et al.
(2018). This is shown in Figure 2, displaying all data and mean profiles of Tair measured by RS41, Tfp

Figure 2. (a) All data points of air temperature by RS41 (Tair, yellow dots), frostpoint temperature by cryogenic frostpoint
hygrometer (CFH; Tfp, light blue dots), and contaminated Tfp measurements by CFH (gray dots) collected during the
NT16 and DK17 campaigns. Thin lines show the mean profiles of Tair (dashed) and Tfp (solid) for the NT16 (blue) and
DK17 (red) campaigns. Dotted yellow lines show the minimum‐maximum range of the Tair measurements. (b) All data
points of H2O mixing ratio by CFH (light blue dots) and contaminated H2O mixing ratio by CFH (gray dots) collected
during the NT16 and DK17 campaigns. Thin lines show the mean profiles of H2O mixing ratio for the NT16 (blue) and
DK17 (black) campaigns.
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measured by CFH (Figure 2a), and the resulting H2Omixing ratio fromCFH (Figure 2b). The contamination
occurs in a significant number of cases (five in NT16 and four in DK17), and it consists in the continuous
drift with altitude of frostpoint temperatures in the stratosphere (Figure 2a, gray dots), toward values
corresponding to H2O mixing ratios of several tens or even hundreds ppmv (Figure 2b), largely exceeding
the expected stratospheric background of 4–5 ppmv. Stratospheric contamination is a known artifact of
frostpoint hygrometer measurements, and it can arise from a variety of sources, including water vapor
outgassing from the balloon's envelope, the parachute or the load line, and icing of the inlet tubes by
deposition of supercooled water droplets while passing through mixed‐phase clouds (Brunamonti et al.,
2018; Vömel et al., 2016). To avoid these effects, for the analysis in this paper, we do not accept
stratospheric data from soundings in which H2O mixing ratio exceeds 10 ppmv above the cold‐point
tropopause (CPT): in such cases, all CFH data at altitudes above the CPT are flagged as contaminated.

Pressure measurements by RS41, used as the main vertical coordinate in this work, are subject to instrumen-
tal uncertainties of ±1.0 hPa for pressures p> 100 hPa and ±0.6 hPa for p< 100 hPa, as specified by the man-
ufacturer (Vaisala, 2017). For the air temperature (Tair) measurements by RS41 (discussed in section 4.1), the
uncertainty given by the manufacturer is ±0.3 °C for altitudes below 16 km (i.e., approximately p > 100 hPa)
and ±0.4 °C for altitudes higher than 16 km (p < 100 hPa). For the calculation of ice saturation (Sice) from
CFH (discussed in sections 4.3 and 5.2), we use p and Tair measured by RS41, Tfp from CFH, and the para-
meterization for saturation vapor pressure over ice byMurphy and Koop (2005). For stratospheric conditions
(p < 100 hPa), the RS41 uncertainties on p and Tair correspond to uncertainties of about ±0.05 ppmv on H2O
mixing ratio and ±0.01 on Sice estimated from CFH, respectively.

3. Model Data

We compare the in situmeasurements described in the previous section with temperature and humidity data
from three meteorological data sets of the ECMWF, namely: operational analysis and forecast (combined
together as described below), the ERA‐Interim reanalysis, and the newly released ERA5 reanalysis product.
All these data sets are based on the Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) global model system operated by
ECMWF, which is a general circulationmodel providing analyses and forecasts for a large set of atmospheric
variables, including temperature and H2O expressed as specific humidity (Q, i.e., mass of water vapor in a
unit mass of moist air). The IFS model regularly undergoes updates in order to improve its forecast skill,
for example, allowing ice supersaturated conditions in the UTLS, which has been shown to have signifi-
cantly improved the representation of UTLS humidities (Tompkins et al., 2007). For the analysis and reana-
lysis data sets, tropospheric humidity measurements from meteorological radiosondes, aircraft, and satellite
observations are also assimilated (Dyroff et al., 2015). During the time periods of our balloon campaigns, the
model versions in use for operational analysis and forecast were IFS cycles 41R2 (implemented on 8 March
2016) for NT16 and 43R3 (implemented on 11 July 2017) for DK17 (see Table 1). ERA‐Interim reanalyses are
based on IFS cycle 31R2 (in use for operational forecast from 12 December 2006 to 5 June 2007), which is not
updated in order to maintain a consistent long‐term data set. An overview of this general circulation model
and its assimilation methods is given by Dee et al. (2011). The ERA5 reanalysis is based on the newer IFS
cycle 41R2 and provides several improvements compared to ERA‐Interim, including higher spatial and tem-
poral resolution (ECMWF, 2018).

Table 1
Summary of the Model Data Sets Used for the Comparison

Data set ECMWF product IFS model cycle Output frequency Horizontal resolution Vertical resolution

OPERA Operational analysis 41R2 and 43R3a 6‐hourly (00, 06, 12, and 18 UTC) 0.125° × 0.125° L137
Operational forecast 1‐hourly (used at all time steps

except 00, 06, 12, and 18 UTC)
ERAI ERA‐Interim Reanalysis 31R2 6‐hourly (00, 06, 12, and 18 UTC) 1° × 1° L60
ERA5 ERA5 Reanalysis 41R2 1‐hourly 0.5° × 0.5° L137

Note. ECMWF = European Centre for Medium‐range Weather Forecasts; IFS = Integrated Forecasting System.
aIFS model cycle 41R2 in use for the NT16 campaign time period and 43R3 for the DK17 campaign period (see section 3).
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The main characteristics of the three data sets used in this work are summarized in Table 1. All data are
interpolated to regular latitude‐longitude grids of 0.125° × 0.125° for operational analysis and forecast
(approximately corresponding to a horizontal resolution of 12.5 km), 1° × 1° for ERA‐Interim (≈ 100 km),
and 0.5° × 0.5° for ERA5 (≈ 50 km) using the Meteorological Archival and Retrieval System of ECMWF.
The data are provided on hybrid model vertical levels versions L137 (i.e., 137 model levels from the surface
to 0.01 hPa) for operational analysis and forecast and ERA5 and L60 (i.e., 60 levels from the surface to 0.1
hPa) for ERA‐Interim. Operational analysis data are available at 6‐hr intervals (00, 06, 12, and 18 UTC),
while forecast data are available at 1‐hr time resolution, resulting from two daily forecasts initialized at 00
and 12 UTC. Therefore, to obtain a data set with the highest possible time resolution (hence to increase
the statistical relevance of the comparison), we combine the analysis and forecast by taking analysis data
files for every time step at 00, 06, 12, and 18 UTC and forecast data files for all other time steps, from the most
recent available forecast run. This means that, for every day, forecast data files initialized at 00 UTC are used
for 01–11 UTC (except for 06 UTC, when analysis is used) and forecast initialized at 12 UTC for 13–23 UTC
(except 18 UTC). In the following, this combined data set of analysis and forecast data will be referred‐to as
“OPERA.” The ERA‐Interim (hereafter “ERAI”) and ERA5 reanalysis data sets are provided at 6‐hourly and
1‐hourly time resolutions, respectively.

The time periods considered for the H2O comparison are 00 UTC 2 August 2016 to 18 UTC 31 August 2016
for NT16 and 00 UTC 3 August 2017 to 18 UTC 12 August 2017 for DK17, selected in order to coincide with
the CFH measurement periods. For the temperature comparison (section 4.1), the selected time period for
DK17 is 00 UTC 30 July 2017 to 18 UTC 12 August 2017, due to the fact that CFH soundings were started
later with respect to RS41 during this campaign (see Table S1 in Brunamonti et al., 2018). The ECMWF data
are extracted for the model grid cell where the launching sites of NT and DK are located. Since the horizontal
drift of the balloons with altitude in the pressure range considered for the comparison (40–160 hPa) is about
30–40 km, which is smaller than the grid cell size of ERAI and ERA5, we assume that the balloon's ascent
takes place vertically within a single grid cell (see supporting information Figure S1a). For the finer grid
of OPERA, spatial sensitivity was investigated by testing the average difference between neighboring grid
cells around the launching site (Figure S1b), which revealed no significant differences with respect to taking
just the launch grid cell. Hence, no spatial interpolation of the model data to the balloon flight track is per-
formed. Additional tests were carried out to check the sensitivity of the comparison when including all
model time steps from the campaign periods compared to selecting only themodel time steps when a balloon
sounding was performed (Figure S2), showing that the differences between the two approaches are negligi-
ble. This suggests that the balloon measurements provide a statistically sufficient representation of the ver-
tical distributions of UTLS H2O during the measurement periods.

Finally, the specific humidity data from all ECMWF products are converted to H2O volume mixing ratio by
multiplying Q with the ratio of the molar mass of dry air (28.964 g) to the molar mass of H2O (18.015 g) and
expressed as ppmv. For the calculation of ice saturation in the model data (section 4.3), we use modeled tem-
perature and H2O mixing ratios and the parameterization for saturation vapor pressure over ice by Murphy
and Koop (2005).

4. Model Comparison

In this section we compare temperature, H2O mixing ratio, and ice saturation from the observational data
sets of RS41 and CFH, with ECMWF model data from the three data sets introduced above (OPERA,
ERAI, and ERA5). The temperature comparison is useful to interpret the results of the water vapor compar-
ison, because H2O and Tair are related via the Clausius‐Clapeyron relationship (i.e., the saturation vapor
pressure over ice is a strong function of temperature), as shown by the “tape recorder” signal of stratospheric
H2O, which represents the ascending signature of the seasonal cycle of tropical CPT temperature (Mote
et al., 1996). The comparison of Sice, which is the parameter that controls cloud formation and dehydration
processes in the UTLS, offers further insights for the interpretation of the H2O comparison.

4.1. Temperature (RS41 vs. ECMWF)

Figures 3a and 3b show all temperature (Tair) data measured by RS41 during the NT16 (Figure 3a) and DK17
(Figure 3b) campaigns as a function of pressure for the interval 40–160 hPa, in comparison with mean
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profiles and standard deviations of the OPERA, ERAI, and ERA5 data sets. The pressure range considered in
this figure (and in Figures 4, 6, and 9) encompasses 27 pressure levels of OPERA and ERA5, 9 pressure levels
of ERAI, and 240 pressure bins of 0.5 hPa width for the balloon‐borne measurements, according to the
binning discussed in section 2. Figure 3c shows a scatter plot of Tair from OPERA, ERAI, and ERA5
versus Tair from RS41 for both campaign periods, allowing a point‐by‐point comparison of measured and
modeled data. For the scatter plot in this figure (and in Figure 4c), the balloon data are averaged in
pressure bins to represent the lower‐resolution vertical grids of OPERA/ERA5 (L137) and ERAI (L60) and
plotted one‐by‐one against the model time step closest to the considered sounding time (approximated as
the closest model time step to the time when the balloon was at 100 hPa during ascent).

First, we note that significantly different UTLS temperature ranges were observed during the two campaign
periods. In NT16, the tropopause region was relatively mild, and the average CPT temperature was −76.8 °C
(97.5 hPa, with standard deviation≈ 2 °C). In contrast, much lower Tair were observed during DK17, and the

Figure 3. Temperature comparison of RS41 measurements versus ECMWF data for the NT16 and DK17 campaigns. (a, b) All temperature data points of RS41
(dots), mean profile (thick blue solid line) and standard deviation of natural variability (thin blue lines), and mean profile and standard deviation bars of
OPERA (red), ERAI (green), and ERA5 (black) as a function of pressure. Horizontal dashed lines show the pressure level of the average cold‐point tropopause in the
different data sets. (c) Scatter plot of temperature from RS41 versus OPERA (red dots), RS41 versus ERAI (green), and RS41 versus ERA5 (gray) for the NT16
and DK17 campaign periods. Black lines show the 1:1 correspondence line (thick solid) and discrepancies by ±2.5 °C (thin solid) and ±5 °C (thin dashed) between
the model data and the RS41 measurements.

Figure 4. H2O mixing ratio comparison of CFH measurements versus ECMWF data for the NT16 and DK17 campaigns. (a, b) All H2O mixing ratio data points of
CFH (dots), mean profile (thick blue solid line) and standard deviation of natural variability (thin blue lines), and mean profile and standard deviation bars of
OPERA (red), ERAI (green), and ERA5 (black) as a function of pressure. Horizontal dashed lines show the pressure level of the average cold‐point tropopause in the
different data sets. (c) Scatter plot of H2O mixing ratio from CFH versus OPERA (red dots), CFH versus ERAI (green), and CFH versus ERA5 (gray) for the
NT16 and DK17 campaign periods. Black lines show the 1:1 correspondence line (thick solid) and discrepancies by ±50% (i.e., 1:1.5 and 1:1.5 correspondences: thin
solid) and ±100% (i.e., 1:2 and 2:1 correspondences: thin dashed) between the model data and the CFH measurements.
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average CPT was 5 K colder (−81.7 °C, standard deviation ≈ 2 °C) and ≈600 m higher (88 hPa) compared to
NT16. Brunamonti et al. (2018) showed that these differences are mainly due to interannual variability and
particularly to a period of anomalously cold UTLS occurring in the ASM anticyclone after 3 August 2017 and
persisting on a large scale.

Figures 3a and 3b show that the observed interannual variability of UTLS temperature is well captured by all
ECMWF products, exhibiting a colder CPT in 2017 than in 2016. In particular, the average CPT temperatures
for NT16 are −77.2 and −77.3 °C (91 hPa) in OPERA and ERA5, respectively, and −77.7 °C (104 hPa) in
ERAI while, for DK17, −81.3 and −80.8 °C (81.6 hPa) in OPERA and ERA5 and −81.6 °C (104 hPa) in
ERAI. When the high‐resolution RS41 data are binned to the low‐resolution pressure grids of ECMWF,
the RS41 CPT is found on the 96 hPa (NT16) and 86 hPa (DK17) pressure levels for the L137 model config-
uration and 87.6 hPa for both NT16 and DK17 for the L60 model configuration. Thus, OPERA and ERA5
show the tendency to overestimate CPT height by about 5 hPa (≈300 m) compared to the measurements,
while ERAI underestimates it by about 16 hPa (≈900 m).

OPERA and ERA5 achieve excellent representations of UTLS Tair, with averages generally within ±1 °C of
RS41 measurements in both campaign periods (Figures 3a and 3b). However, they also show a slight cold
bias in the lower stratosphere, with discrepancies up to ≈2.5 °C compared to RS41 (Figure 3c). OPERA
and ERA5 show nearly identical temperature profiles and standard deviations in NT16, which is expected
since these two products are based on the same IFS model version (see Table 1). Slightly higher Tair (≈1
°C) in ERA5 compared to OPERA for p < 90 hPa in DK17 (Figure 3b) is the only noticeable difference
between these two data sets, likely due to the introduction of IFS cycle 43R3 in OPERA before the DK17
campaign (see Table 1). ERAI shows a systematic cold bias in the upper troposphere (p > 100 hPa) and a
warm bias in the lower stratosphere (p < 100 hPa), with discrepancies sometimes as large as 5 °C with
respect to the RS41 measurements.

4.2. H2O Mixing Ratio (CFH vs. ECMWF)
4.2.1. Vertical Profiles and Correlations
Figures 4a and 4b show all CFHmeasurements of H2Omixing ratio as a function of pressure for the interval
40–160 hPa, in comparison with mean profiles and standard deviation ranges of OPERA, ERAI, and ERA5.
The corresponding scatter plot of H2O mixing ratio from CFH versus the three ECMWF products is shown
in Figure 4c.

As discussed in Brunamonti et al. (2018), different vertical profiles of UTLS H2O are observed during the two
campaigns. In NT16, average H2O mixing ratio steadily decrease with altitude up to approximately 60 hPa,
followed by a slight increase with altitude due to the oxidation of methane. Conversely, the average H2O
mixing ratio profile in DK17 shows a minimum at the CPT and a local isolatedmaximum in the lower strato-
sphere (70–80 hPa). This feature, which is not in accordance with the climatological structure of UTLS H2O
(e.g., Pan et al., 2014), is conceivably due to deep convective updrafts overshooting the CPT in the ASM antic-
yclone, injecting ice crystals directly above the CPT, which then sublimate and hence hydrate the lower stra-
tosphere (Brunamonti et al., 2018).

Similarly as for Tair, OPERA and ERA5 show almost identical vertical distributions of UTLS H2O
(Figures 4a and 4b). During both the NT16 and DK17 campaign periods, OPERA and ERA5 systemati-
cally display a slight overestimation of UTLS H2O compared to CFH, with average discrepancies of about
15–20% in the CPT region (pressures 60–120 hPa) and larger overestimations (often exceeding 50%) at
lower altitudes (corresponding to H2O mixing ratios ≥ 20 ppmv, see Figure 4c). The only significant dif-
ference between the OPERA and ERA5 data sets consists of a slight dry bias of ERA5 compared to
OPERA between 60 and 80 hPa in DK17, leading ERA5 to be in better agreement with CFH in the
region of the H2O maximum. In contrast to OPERA and ERA5, ERAI shows a large underestimation
of UTLS H2O relative to CFH for the interval 60–140 hPa, with discrepancies up to a factor of 2 or more
at pressures 100–120 hPa, especially in DK17 (Figures 4b and 4c). At p < 60 hPa, all three ECMWF data
sets reach good agreement with CFH, as the measured and modeled H2O mixing ratios approach the
background stratospheric value of 4–5 ppmv.

Interestingly, the nonmonotonic vertical distribution of H2O in DK17 is well represented by OPERA and
ERA5, though the H2O minimum at the CPT is less pronounced, and the lower stratospheric maximum is
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slightly shifted to higher altitudes (Figure 4b). This remarkably good agreement suggests that cycles 41R1
(used by ERA5) and 43R3 (OPERA) of the IFS model are able to capture the main dynamical and
microphysical processes of the measurement period which determine the vertical distribution of UTLS
H2O, namely (most likely), overshooting convection hydrating the lower stratosphere (Brunamonti et al.,
2018). Enhanced H2O between approximately 70 and 100 hPa, attributed to the horizontal confinement
effect of the ASM anticyclone (Brunamonti et al., 2018), is also well represented in OPERA and ERA5,
despite the overestimation of CPT height. In contrast, the observed vertical distribution of UTLS H2O in
DK17 is not captured by ERAI, in which the minimum at the CPT and the maximum in the lower
stratosphere are both absent. The fact that ERAI has two model levels at the altitudes of the H2O
minimum (approximately 88 hPa) and maximum (73 hPa), yet the observed H2O structure is missing,
suggests that this is not just due to lack of vertical resolution but is more likely related to less
sophisticated cloud microphysics in IFS cycle 31R2 compared to 41R1 and 43R3 or to the lower horizontal
resolution of ERAI. We also note that ERAI also misses the H2O enhancement in the confined lower
stratosphere in NT16, captured by all other data sets (80–90 hPa in Figure 4a), which may be related to
the lower CPT altitude in ERAI.
4.2.2. PDFs
Figure 5 shows probability density functions (PDFs) of H2O mixing ratio from CFH, OPERA, ERAI, and
ERA5 for the NT16 (Figures 5a–5d) and DK17 (Figures 5e–5h) campaign periods, in four atmospheric pres-
sure slabs of 20 hPa each between 40 and 120 hPa. The PDFs (in units of ppmv−1) are calculated in 40 bins of

Figure 5. Probability density functions (PDFs) of H2O mixing ratio from CFH (blue, with error bars calculated as
described in section 4), OPERA (red), ERAI (green), and ERA5 (black) for pressure intervals 40–60 hPa (a, e), 60–80
hPa (b, f), 80–100 hPa (c, g), and 100–120 hPa (d, h), for the NT16 (a–d) and DK17 campaigns (e–h). (colored inserts) Mean
values of the PDFs. Note that scaling by factors 2 or 3 are applied to the PDFs of OPERA, ERAI, and ERA5 in selected
panels (noted in top right corner).
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width 0.5 ppmv between 0 and 20 ppmv, using model data from the entire campaign periods (i.e., same as in
Figures 3a and 3b). For CFH measurements, we also show instrumental uncertainty bars along with the
PDFs, which are based on the 10% uncertainty in H2O mixing ratio determined by Vömel et al. (2007).
The uncertainty bars are calculated by subdividing each bin of the PDFs into 10 subbins (of size 0.05
ppmv) and then adding the PDF values in the lowermost and uppermost subbin to the previous and
following bin as upper limit of the uncertainty and subtracted from the PDF of the original bin as lower
limit of the uncertainty.

The width of the PDFs calculated from OPERA and ERA5 data agrees generally well with those from CFH
measurements, despite the slight wet bias discussed above, causing a shift toward high H2O mixing ratios of
the entire PDFs. This shows that both OPERA and ERA5 are able to correctly reproduce the natural varia-
bility of UTLS H2O during the measurement periods. Conversely, the PDFs of ERAI are much too narrow
and underestimate the frequency of occurrence of high H2O mixing ratios compared to CFH. On average,
for both campaign periods, OPERA and ERA5 overestimate H2O mixing ratios measured by CFH by around
0.5–2.2 ppmv (decreasing with altitude) between 60 and 120 hPa, while ERAI exhibits underestimations as
large as 3.5 ppmv. At lower pressures (40–60 hPa), all the three ECMWF data sets agree well with the mea-
sured H2O mixing ratios, showing discrepancies smaller than 0.3 ppmv compared to CFH. However, the
PDFs in all model data sets are narrower than those derived from CFH measurements (Figures 5a and
5e), suggesting that the natural variability of lower stratospheric H2O is too weak in the ECMWF model.
The mean values of each PDF shown in Figure 5 (noted in the colored insets of each panel) are also summar-
ized in Table S1.

4.3. Ice Saturation (CFH vs. ECMWF)

Figures 6a and 6b shows all ice saturation (Sice) measurements from CFH as a function of pressure (40–160
hPa), in comparison with mean profiles of ice saturation and its standard deviation ranges calculated from
the OPERA, ERAI, and ERA5 data sets. The corresponding scatter plot of Sice from CFH versus OPERA,
ERAI, and ERA5 is shown in Figure 6c.

The interannual variability of UTLS Sice between the years 2016 and 2017 is well captured by all three
ECMWF products, showing lower ice saturations in NT16 and higher values in DK17 throughout the entire
UTLS (Figures 6a and 6b). Such variability is mainly an effect of the different temperatures observed during
the two campaign periods (Figure 3). In both cases, OPERA and ERA5 show a tendency to overestimate Sice
compared to the observations (see Figure 6c: the majority of red and black dots lies in the top‐left quadrant of
the scatter plot), which is expected in light of their moist bias showed in Figures 4 and 5 and their cold bias in

Figure 6. Ice saturation (Sice) comparison of CFHmeasurements versus ECMWF data for the NT16 and DK17 campaigns. (a, b) All Sice data points of CFH (dots),
mean profile (thick blue solid line) and standard deviation of natural variability (thin blue lines), and mean profile and standard deviation bars of OPERA (red),
ERAI (green), and ERA5 (black) as a function of pressure. Horizontal dashed lines show the pressure level of the average cold‐point tropopause in the different
data sets. (c) Scatter plot of Sice from CFH versus OPERA (red dots), CFH versus ERAI (green), and CFH versus ERA5 (gray) for the NT16 and DK17 campaign
periods. Horizontal black lines show the 1:1 correspondence line (thick solid) and Sice discrepancies by ±0.1 (thin solid) and ±0.2 (thin dashed) between the model
data and the measurements. Black dashed lines also mark the Sice = 1 level in all panels.
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the lower stratosphere discussed in section 4.1. This applies to all altitudes except for 90–120 hPa in DK17,
where Sice from OPERA and ERA5 is smaller than for CFH, due to a slight warm bias of both data sets at
these pressure levels (see Figure 3b). ERAI displays a systematic Sice overestimation for p < 100 hPa and
underestimation for p > 100 hPa, which reflects its cold/warm temperature biases discussed in section 4.1
. The wide scatter of the ERAI versus CFH correlation (Figure 6c) suggests that the day‐by‐day variability
of Sice in the UTLS is not well captured by this data set.

In DK17, a local maximum with average Sice ≈ 1 is produced by all ECMWF products, although either too
pronounced (as in ERAI) or shifted to lower pressure (OPERA and ERA5) compared to CFH. The upper tro-
pospheric Sice maximum at 100–120 hPa is higher in ERAI than in CFH measurements, which is consistent
with the cold bias of ERAI at these pressure levels (Figure 3), and is likely the reason for its negative bias in
H2O mixing ratios discussed in section 4.2 (i.e., too strong dehydration occurring in this data set). The low
bias of OPERA and ERA5 between 90 and 120 hPa is related to a slight warm bias of these data sets in this
altitude range and campaign period, while better agreement between CFH and ERA5 compared to OPERA
for p < 90 hPa in DK17 is due to the slight warm bias of ERA5 compared to OPERA in this region (see
Figure 3b).

5. Instrumental Comparison

In this section we compare the water vapor measurements by CFH and RS41, first in terms of H2O mixing
ratio (section 5.1) and then in terms of ice saturation (section 5.2).

5.1. H2O Mixing Ratio (CFH vs. RS41)

Similarly to the CFH/model comparison in Figure 4, Figure 7 shows all data points, mean profiles, and stan-
dard deviation ranges of H2O mixing ratio from CFH and RS41 measurements for pressures 20–160 hPa
(Figures 6a and 6b) and the corresponding scatter plots of H2O mixing ratio from CFH versus RS41
(Figure 6c). Additionally, in Figure 7c, the data points are color‐coded with the difference between air and
frostpoint temperature, Tair − Tfp (where Tair is derived from RS41 and Tfp from CFH measurements).
PDFs of H2O mixing ratio from CFH and RS41 measurements in four pressure intervals between 40 and
120 hPa (analogous to Figure 5 for the model comparison) are shown in Figure S3.

During both campaign periods, RS41measurements show a very good agreement with CFH in the upper tro-
posphere (p > 100 hPa), despite a slight dry bias of around 5% in average H2O mixing ratio (Figures 7a and
7b). Around the CPT level (60–100 hPa), the dry bias of RS41 increases, reaching underestimations of ≈10%
(0.5 ppmv) in average H2O mixing ratio and sometimes exceeding ±50% in individual flights (Figure 7c).

Figure 7. H2Omixing ratio comparison of CFH versus RS41measurements for the NT16 and DK17 campaigns. (a, b) All data points of H2Omixing ratio (dots) and
mean profiles (thick solid lines) and standard deviations of natural variability (thin solid lines) of CFH (blue) and RS41 (magenta) as a function of pressure.
Blue dashed lines show the pressure level of the average cold‐point tropopause in RS41 measurements. (c) Scatter plot of H2O mixing ratio from CFH versus RS41,
color‐coded with the difference between air temperature (Tair, from RS41) and frostpoint temperature (Tfp, from CFH). Black lines show the 1:1 correspondence
line (thick solid) and discrepancies by ±50% (i.e., 1:1.5 and 1:1.5, thin solid) and ±100 % (i.e., 1:2 and 2:1, thin dashed) between the CFH and the RS41
measurements.
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Such underestimation appears to be systematic (especially in NT16), suggesting that this must be due to a
measurement or a calibration artifact, rather than just instrumental noise. In DK17, RS41 deviates from
the dry bias in the region of the H2O minimum at the CPT (p ≈ 90 hPa), where higher H2O mixing ratios
by almost 1 ppmv are measured by RS41 than CFH. Conversely, in the region of the H2O maximum (p ≈
60–80 hPa), RS41 shows a dry bias similar to that observed in NT16 at the same pressure level (Figure 7b).
Overall, RS41 manages to capture the main features of the H2O vertical distribution in both data sets,
including the nonmonotonic mean profile of DK17.

At lower pressures (20–60 hPa), all RS41 measurements show an unrealistic increase with altitude of H2O
mixing ratios up to several tens of ppmv, hence strongly deviate from the ≈4–6 ppmv expected stratospheric
background measured by CFH (Figures 7a and 7b). This artifact is expected for thin‐film capacitive sensors,
which cannot provide reliable measurements under such dry stratospheric conditions (see section 2). Rather,
it is remarkable that the RS41 humidity measure stays on average within the ≈10% error range up to about 2
km above the CPT. The pressure (altitude) where the RS41 mean profiles start drifting (i.e., showing a sig-
nificantly different slope) from the mean profiles measured by CFH is around 65 hPa (≈19.5 km) in both
campaign periods, while above 50 hPa (≈21 km), the twomean profiles start differing bymore than one stan-
dard deviation of CFH. The color coding in Figure 7c reveals that deviations larger than 50% from the
expected behavior in the RS41 measurements have onset at about Tair − Tfp ≈ 25 K, while for Tair − Tfp ≥
30 K (approximately p ≤ 35 hPa, see Figure 2a), nearly all measurements show discrepancies larger than
100% compared to CFH, suggesting that this is the upper limit of the measuring capability of the RS41
humidity sensor in the stratosphere (however, note that frostpoint depressions even larger than 30 K can
be detected by RS41 in the troposphere, where absolute humidity is orders of magnitude larger than 4–6
ppmv). We also note that for Tair – Tfp < –2 K, most RS41 measurements underestimate H2O mixing ratios
by a factor of 1.5–2 with respect to CFH (see black dots in Figure 7c), suggesting that the RS41 sensor may be
subject to a stronger dry bias during highly supersaturated conditions.

Finally, it should be remarked that the results discussed here apply to the subtropical stratosphere, where
Tair and Tair − Tfp increase rapidly above the CPT (Figure 2a), whereas the performances of RS41 may differ
in middle and high latitudes, where the temperature increase above the CPT is smoother and RH decreases
at a lower rate with altitude (e.g., Survo et al., 2015).

5.2. Ice Saturation (CFH vs. RS41)

Figures 8a and 8b show all measurements, mean profiles, and standard deviation ranges of ice saturation
from CFH and RS41 as a function of pressure (40–160 hPa), while Figure 8c exhibits the corresponding

Figure 8. Ice saturation (Sice) comparison of CFH versus RS41measurements for the NT16 and DK17 campaigns. (a, b) All Sice data points (dots) andmean profiles
(thick solid lines) and standard deviations of natural variability (thin solid lines) of CFH (blue) and RS41 (magenta) as a function of pressure. Blue dashed lines
show the pressure level of the average cold‐point tropopause in RS41 measurements. (c) Scatter plot of Sice from CFH versus RS41, color‐coded with the difference
between air temperature (Tair, from RS41) and frostpoint temperature (Tfp, from CFH). Horizontal black lines show the 1:1 correspondence line (thick solid)
and Sice discrepancies by ±0.1 (thin solid) and ±0.2 (thin dashed) between the CFH and the RS41 measurements. Black dashed lines also mark the Sice = 1 level in
all panels.
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scatter plot of Sice from CFH versus Sice from RS41. Analogously to
Figure 7c, the scatter plot in Figure 8c is color‐coded with Tair − Tfp
(however, note the different lower and upper boundaries of the two
color scales).

Figures 8a and 8b show that RS41 measurements achieve an excellent
representation of ice saturation throughout the entire UTLS, both in
terms of average profiles and the extents of natural variability. In NT16,
RS41 average Sice values lie within a narrow ±0.05 discrepancy range with
respect to CFH, while larger discrepancies (up to ±0.15) are observed in
DK17. This may result from the lower temperature and therefore higher
frequency of occurrence of highly supersaturated (i.e., likely in‐cloud)
samples in DK17 compared NT16, as discussed in the previous section.
In particular, higher Sice measured by RS41 near 90 hPa in DK17 is clearly
related to the moist bias of RS41 in the region of the H2O minimum (see
Figure 8b). Interestingly, the mean Sice profile by RS41 is similar to those
simulated by the ECMWFOPERA and ERA5 data sets (see Figure 6b) that
also overestimate H2O in this region. For p < 60 hPa, the apparent agree-
ment between RS41 and CFH is due to the low values of ice saturation in
the stratosphere, masking the strong moist bias of RS41 shown in
Figure 7. The point‐by‐point comparison in Figure 8c shows that nearly
all data points in subsaturated conditions lie within a ΔSice = ±0.2 differ-
ence between RS41 and CFH, whereas the discrepancies increase in
supersaturated conditions. Although the bias seems to increase toward
both larger underestimations and overestimations for Sice > 1, we note
that the frequency of occurrence of negatively biased samples in RS41 is
larger than that of positively biased ones, with respect to CFH (i.e., more
outlying data points are found in the bottom‐right quadrant of Figure 8c
than in the top‐left one). It is also worth noting that a significant fraction
of supersaturated measurements show no or little bias (ΔSice < ±0.1)
between RS41 and CFH up to Sice as large as ≈1.4 (Figure 8c).

6. Summary

We have analyzed 38 high‐quality measurements of UTLS H2O performed by CFH in the ASM anticyclone
region during the years 2016–2017 and used them to assess the performance of meteorological radiosondes
(Vaisala RS41) and the quality of modeled UTLS H2O from ECMWF operational (analysis and forecast com-
bined: OPERA), ERA‐Interim reanalysis, and the newly released ERA5 reanalysis data sets. For a summary,
we combine the NT16 and DK17 observational data sets and quantify the overall H2O mixing ratio differ-
ences (ΔH2O) of the RS41, OPERA, ERAI, and ERA5 data sets with respect to CFH. Mean profiles and stan-
dard deviation ranges of ΔH2O for RS41‐CFH, OPERA‐CFH, ERAI‐CFH, and ERA5‐CFH are shown in
Figure 9, while the mean values of ΔH2O in four selected pressure bins (expressed both as absolute values
and percent units) are summarized in Table 2. Note that ΔH2O is calculated only for model time steps coin-
cident with CFH soundings and simultaneous CFH‐RS41 measurements.

ECMWF operational and ERA5 data systematically overestimate H2O mixing ratios compared to CFH over
the entire UTLS (Figure 9). Considering the combined data set shown in Figure 9, the moist bias of OPERA
and ERA5 is 23–27% (2–2.3 ppmv) in the upper troposphere (100–120 hPa) and 14–17% around the tropo-
pause (0.7–0.9 ppmv for 60–100 hPa; see Table 2). In the lower stratosphere (40–60 hPa), H2O mixing ratios
from OPERA and ERA5 fall within a ±4% (±0.2 ppmv) discrepancy with respect to the CFHmeasurements,
which is smaller than the CFH instrumental uncertainty, yet the natural variability of H2O observed by CFH
in this pressure range is significantly underestimated by the model (Figures 5a and 5b). In contrast to
OPERA and ERA5, ERA‐Interim data show a strong underestimation of H2O in the upper troposphere, dif-
fering from CFH on average by 38% (3.2 ppmv) for pressures 100–120 hPa and more than 50% for p > 120
hPa. The underestimation decreases with altitude to 14–30% (0.6–1.7 ppmv) for pressures 60–100 hPa, and

Figure 9. Mean profiles of H2O mixing ratio difference (ΔH2O) relative to
CFH calculated from a point‐by‐point comparison of the NT16 and DK17
campaigns combined, namely, RS41‐CFH (light blue dots: all data, thick
blue line: mean profile, thin blue solid lines: standard deviation), OPERA‐
CFH (red solid line: mean profile and standard deviation bars), ERAI‐CFH
(green solid line: mean profile and standard deviation bars), and ERA5‐CFH
(black solid line: mean profile and standard deviation bars). Black lines
show the 1:1 correspondence level compared to CFH (i.e., perfect agree-
ment: thick solid), 1:1.1 and 1.1:1 ratios (i.e., ±10% discrepancies, coinciding
with the instrumental uncertainty of CFH measurements as determined by
Vömel et al., 2007: thin solid), 1.5:1 and 1:1.5 ratios (i.e., ±50% deviation:
thin dashed), and 2:1 and 1:2 ratios (i.e., ±100% deviation: thin dotted),
calculated according to the mean CFH profile for both campaign periods
together, smoothed by a moving average of ±5 hPa.
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as for OPERA and ERA5, the agreement with CFH falls within a discrepancy equal or smaller than the
instrumental uncertainty (±10 %) at higher altitudes in the stratosphere (40–60 hPa).

The moist bias of the ECMWF operational data in the UTLS is consistent with the findings of Dyroff et al.
(2015; using IFS model cycles from 29R1 to 38R1), although their comparison was limited to altitudes
between 9 and 12 km and in contrast to those of Kunz et al. (2014) (using IFS model cycles from 23R4 to
37R3), who reported a dry bias of ECMWF operational data in the tropical and extratropical UTLS (however,
no measurements from the ASM anticyclone region were contained in their analysis). Our early evaluation
of the newly released ERA5 reanalysis shows that this data set provides an overall more accurate representa-
tion of UTLS H2O compared to ERA‐Interim, in terms of water vapor concentration as well as its vertical
distribution and short‐term natural variability. Based on this result, we recommend modeling studies using
ECMWF reanalysis data to investigate water vapor in the ASM anticyclone to dismiss the use of ERA‐
Interim in favor of the newer ERA5 reanalysis data set. Furthermore, these studies should account for the
fact that a moist bias in UTLS H2O is to be expected in ECMWF products based on IFS model cycles
41R1‐43R3 (including ERA5), whereas a dry bias is to be expected in ERA‐Interim (IFS cycle 31R2)
humidity data.

RS41 humidity measurements show an average slight underestimation of H2Omixing ratios for all pressures
p > 60 hPa (Figure 9), namely, of 3–6% (0.1–0.5 ppmv) for 80–120 hPa and 9% (0.4 ppmv) for 60–80 hPa (see
Table 2) compared to CFH. Although deviations as large as ±50% may occur in single measurements
(Figure 8), the RS41 data manage to capture the main features of the vertical distributions of UTLS H2O
observed by CFH up to approximately p≈ 65 hPa (see Figure 7). Above this level (altitude≈ 19.5 km, roughly
corresponding to 2 km above the CPT), RS41 strongly overestimates H2O mixing ratios compared to CFH
(+14% on average at 40–60 hPa and more than a factor of 2 for p < 40 hPa) due to the known measurement
artifacts of the thin‐film capacitive sensors discussed in section 2. Despite this is a more promising result
than the Arctic comparison by Survo et al. (2015), it shows that thin‐film capacitive detectors remain unsui-
table for stratospheric water vapor measurements, which require more sophisticated instruments such as
frostpoint hygrometers.

Data Availability

The observational data underlying this research can be found in the paper's supporting information. The
ECMWF data can be accessed online (https://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/).
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